
IOV Youth assembly Sharjah 2023.

In the period of 9 - 11 March, the IOV Youth Assembly took place as part of the IOV World
General Assembly in Sharjah (UAE). At the beginning of the assembly, former president
Anderson Pinheiro presented the work of IOV Youth over the past two years. Despite the
difficult conditions of the corona, Anderson did everything to activate the members of the
organization. After his presentation, all present members presented their ideas and views on
the further work of IOV Youth.

Former president Anderson Pinheiro

The following participated in the discussion: Sayed Ahmed Matooq (Bahrain), Nupur
Kishorbhai Thakar (India), Laura Fumagalli (Italy), Marin Florin Forcella (Italy), Nayeli
Elizabeth Contreras Peralta (Mexico), Caroline Carla Magerl (Brazil), Katarina Šinko
(Croatia), Nayla Ali Yaqoob (Bahrain), Morgana Neumann (Brazil), Asrar Hasan Mohamed
(Bahrain), Heena Prajapati (India), Jay Yogeshkumar Dave (India), Ivana Jandras (Croatia),
Priscilla Samantha Trevino (USA), Helen Tian Xin Hoefler (Germany), Isidro Cabrera
Gonzalez (Canada), Nazarii Lishun (Ukraine), Saba Giorgi Pilishvili (Georgia), Ana Jimenez
Ochoa (Canada).



IOV Youth members

The new IOV Youth Commission Chair is Ivana Jandras from Croatia. She holds a Master of
Marketing degree and currently works in a supply chain. From the third grade of elementary
school, she was dancing in the folklore dance group. She has been taking care of social
media for her dance group since 2019. and from last year she is a Vice President in KUD
Pušća. Her passion is traveling and meeting new cultures and their heritage.
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We are happy that one more successful IOV Youth meeting was held. After hearing a lot of
great ideas there is no doubt that a bright future is waiting for us. There are a lot of new
creative members and we look forward to seeing how they contribute to IOV World. They are
the future of this organization, and we believe that many new festivals and meetings await
us. With the assistance of the Board of Directors, all brilliant ideas can be considered and
implemented. We can’t wait to see what the future will bring to IOV World!

IOV World Board of directors 2023.


